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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 55 
A customer has Call Center and wants to upgrade with the BCM Rls. 4.0 to the Intelligent Contact 
Center. They have 168 agents configured on the system and are concerned that they might have 
too many agents to convert to the new platform. How many configured agents can be converted to 
Intelligent Contact Center? 

A.  up to 80 agents 
B.  up to 150 agents 
C. up to 200 agents 
D. up to 250 agents 
E. up to 300 agents 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 56 
A design team is planning the configuration of a BCM system for telephone users. A group of 
users wants to use their desktop computers to help manage multiple calls, to transfer calls, and to 
be able to perform other basic call functions. Which application can be used with the BCM 
system to meet these requirements? 

A.   Desktop Assistant Pro 
B.   Unified Call Manager 
C. Personal Call Manager 
D. Desktop Assistant TAPI 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 57 
A customer with a BCM50 Rls. 3.0 system frequently conducts multi-party conferences that 
include calls from external DNs. How many calls can this customer have in a Meet-me 
Conference with the base authorization code? 

A.  6 
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B.  10 
C. 12 
D. 18 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 58 
A BCM Rls. 4.0 customer wants to handle their own telephone set programming. They also want 
the method they use to be very simple. Assuming the customer orders the required authorization 
code, which application can be downloaded from the BCM Web page that will meet these 
requirements? 

A.   BCM Monitor 
B.   CallPilot Manager 
C. Desktop Assistant Pro 
D. GUI Interface Assistant 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 59 
Call Detail Recording (CDR) has been set up to capture data from multiple BCM systems. Which 
statement is true about what happens when the assigned disk space, which was set for CDR, nears 
capacity? 

A.   New files are not captured until disk space becomes available. 
B.   The oldest files are automatically deleted until free space minimums are reached. 
C. The oldest files are automatically sent to an archive file until free space minimums are 
reached. 
D. New files are buffered into a holding file and cannot be processed until disk space becomes 
available. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 60 
A customer wants to be able to send pre-recorded announcements to different locations within 
their building. Which feature of APP Pack satisfies these requirements? 
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A.   ad-hoc paging 
B.   one button paging 
C. one button text messaging 
D. customer assistance paging 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 61
 
A customer has a BCM50 with the SIP enhancement. With the recent purchase of a company,
 
they have added two additional locations to their system with BCM50 Rls. 2.0 platforms. Which
 
three features will be supported with SIP trunking after they upgrade all the BCM systems to Rls.
 
3.0? (Choose three.)
 

A.   SIP trunk authentication 
B.  G.711 fax 
C. the SIP proxy failover feature 
D. RFC 2362 DNIS support 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 62 
A customer has installed the BCM 400 with BCM Rls. 4.0 software. Occasionally they need to 
make ad-hoc conference calls. What is the limit for the number of simultaneous participants 
allowed on an ad-hoc conference call? 

A.  32 
B.  40 
C. 80 
D. 96 

Answer: B 
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